
Synnefo - Feature # 1459

Status: Closed Priority: Medium

Author: Antony Chazapis Category: Pithos

Created: 10/10/2011 Assignee: Giorgos Verigakis

Updated: 02/08/2013 Due date:

Subject: Support invitations for alpha release

Description

Provide an invitation mechanism for allowing users to invite other users to the service.

The inviter should provide the real name and email of the person to invite.

An invitation email should be sent, with the URL to access the service.

Associated revisions

Revision 93f046ab - 10/24/2011 01:50 pm - Giorgos Verigakis

Add support for invitations

Requires an update to settings.
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Revision 552ea518 - 10/26/2011 10:45 pm - Antony Chazapis

Manage cookie in middleware. Collect all login targets into one module and share common code. Automatically redirect to login page from admin if not

authenticated.
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Revision 2f14c43c - 10/27/2011 12:09 pm - Sofia Papagiannaki

change user migration tool to use im module
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Revision 9a43d4b9 - 10/27/2011 04:48 pm - Giorgos Verigakis

Invitation improvements

Create the appropriate level and invitations when

a user is created.
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History

#1 - 10/10/2011 12:46 pm - Christos Stathis

An extension to the API is also needed, so that clients can get info about invitations left, invitations sent etc. Probably the account level GET/HEAD is a

good place to return this info.

#2 - 10/17/2011 06:15 pm - Antony Chazapis

- Target version changed from 0.8.1 to 0.7.9

#3 - 11/01/2011 10:35 am - Antony Chazapis

- Status changed from New to Closed

#4 - 02/08/2013 06:59 pm - Vangelis Koukis

- Project changed from Pithos to Synnefo

- Target version deleted (0.7.9)

#5 - 02/08/2013 07:00 pm - Vangelis Koukis

- Category set to Pithos
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